Vesta’s Techno Track Collection is hand-traversing and designed with extensive one-way draws in mind. The collection’s Techno brackets support the aluminum extruded track from above, allowing the gliders unfettered access along the entire bottom rail of track. Most items are stocked and available for quick shipping.

**AVAILABILITY:**
Most items in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours. (special order finials from European Elegance and Geolux collections take 3 - 4 weeks, no returns)

**PRIMARY MATERIALS:**
- aluminum, brass

**DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:**
- ▲ ¼"D: bracket required every 3-5 feet
- ▼ 1¼"D: bracket required every 5-7 feet

**SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:**
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce freight charges. The created seam will be visible. We can help you make the best-informed decision when it’s time to ship your order.

**AVAILABLE FINISHES:**
- ABM = antique brass matte
- BB = brushed brass
- BL = black
- BN = brushed nickel
- PB = polished brass
- PC = polished chrome

**WOOD FOIL FINISHES**
- BEECH / OAK / PLUM
  *available in the 1¼"D track only

*due to the nature of these materials and the finishing process, a variance in finish is unavoidable.
**TECHNO TRACK COLLECTION**

**Availability:** most items in-stock; other items special order 3-4 weeks, no returns  | **Available Finishes:** ABM, BB, BL, BN, PB, PC  | **Materials:** aluminum, brass

---

**BRACKETS & TRACK ACCESSORIES**

**Techno** single bracket  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ 
№ #202705 - 1/4”W, 2”P  
#202706 - 1/4”W, 3”P  
#282708 - 1/4”W, 3”P

**Techno** single bracket long  
▼ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #282710 - 1/4”W, 4”P

**Techno** double bracket  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #202728 - 1/4”W, 3”P & 5”P  
#282728 - 1/4”W, 3”P & 5”P

**Techno** extended double bracket  
▼ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #282727 - 2”W, 3”P & 6”P

**Techno** bracket extension  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #202744 - 1”P  
#202748 - 3”P  
#282744 - 1”P  
#282748 - 3”P

**Techno** ceiling bracket  
▼ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #902973 - 1/4”W, 1/16”P  
#902978 - 1/4”W, 1/16”P

**Techno** double ceiling bracket  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #902874 - 1/4”W, 3/4”L  
#902874 - 1/4”W, 3/4”L  
#902974 - 1/4”W, 3/4”L  
#902978 - 1/4”W, 3/4”L

**Luca** ceiling bracket  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #902219 - 1”W, 1/2”L  
#902220 - 1/4”W, 1/2”L

**Classico** inside mount  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #202220 - 1/4”W, 1/2”L  
#282220 - 1/4”W, 1/2”L

**Theo** elbow (w/return eyelet)  
▼ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #289590 - 1/4”W, 3”P  
*please specify left, right or both when ordering this bracket

**Incurve** elbow (w/return eyelets)  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #209080 - 1/4”W, 3”P  
#209120 - 1/4”W, 4”P  
#289080 - 1/4”W, 3”P  
#289120 - 1/4”W, 4”P

**End Cap**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #201240 - 3/4”L  
#201240 - 1/2”L  
#201240 - 1/4”L

**Butt Master Carrier**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #909909 - 3/4”L  
#909910 - 1”L  
#909911 - 1/2”L

**Wheeled Butt Master**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #909906 - 3/4”L  
#909907 - 1”L  
#909908 - 1/2”L

**Glider Hook** long  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #906839 - white  
#906839 - black  
#906839B - black

**Glider Hook** short  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #906840 - white  
#906840 - black  
#906840 - grey

**Track Stop**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #908992 - white  
#908992 - black

**Roller Glide** small  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #906520 - white  
#906520 - grey  
#906525 - grey

**Roller Glide** large  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #906520 - white  
#906520 - grey  
#906525 - grey

**Swivel Glide**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #906525 - grey

**Underlap Carrier** (white, grey, black)  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #918808 - with snap  
#918808 - without snap

**Overlap Carrier** [R] (white, grey, black)  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #909904 - with snap  
#909904 - without snap

**Overlap Carrier** [L] (white, grey, black)  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #909903 - with snap  
#909903 - without snap

**Swivel Glide**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #906525 - grey

**Overlap Carrier**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #909904 - with snap  
#909904 - without snap

**Connected Snap Carrier**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #907006 - 60% fullness  
#907008 - 80% fullness  
#907010 - 100% fullness  
#907012 - 120% fullness

**Ball Bearing Roller Carrier**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #906706 - 60% fullness  
#906708 - 80% fullness  
#906710 - 100% fullness  
#906712 - 120% fullness

---

**Additional Hardware**

**WANDS**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #966100 - 39”L  
#966125 - 49”L  
#966150 - 59”L

**Acrylic Wand**  
▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲  
№ #968100 - 39”L  
#966125 - 49”L  
#966150 - 59”L

**Compatibles Finials from the Following Collections are Available:**  
European Elegance (pgs. 22 – 23), GeoLux (pgs. 26 – 29) & Opera (pgs. 50 – 51)

---

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.  
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